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Freude am Fahren [Joy of Driving] Newsletter

Kalender
Please be socially responsible when you attend our
events!
April 2	
CC&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot
Meadows across from Ikea
April 13	
Social & General Meeting – 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm –
VIRTUAL – contact walsh@bmwcsa.ca for invite
April 30	
Half Price Dyno Day ($150 for 3 pulls) Sheni’s Auto
Trend – reserve at (403) 243-3232
May 7

 C&C – 10:00 to noon – Ricky’s at Deerfoot
C
Meadows across from Ikea

•	The BMW Club of Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) publishes
Freude am Fahren in print 4 times per year and emails
Joy of Driving 6 times per year.

May 11	
Social & General Meeting – 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm –
VIRTUAL – contact walsh@bmwcsa.ca for invite

•	Ideas and opinions are those of the authors, without authentication
by or liability to BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors or Officers. BMWCSA
reserves the right to modify or edit any material or submissions.

May 14-27	Pacific Northwest USA NW Tour (May 14-27th) –
see TOURS page in Newsletter - Contact Wallace
Chow at wdchow@outlook.com

•	Material in this newsletter may describe vehicle modifications or
procedures that may void your warranty, cause your car to fail
emissions tests, or make your insurance company or agent unhappy.
BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors and Officers are not responsible for
any consequences that may ensue.

June 4	
Street Survival – see www.bmwcsa.ca/trss and
article in Newsletter
NOTE: 5 Student Sponsorships available – contact
membership@bmwcsa.ca

•	Please send Newsletter Items and Questions to Chris Tworek at
Tworek@bmwcsa.ca

June 11 	(moved due to Street Survival) CC&C – 10:00 to noon
– Ricky’s at Deerfoot Meadows across from Ikea

•	Please send Address Changes to Glen Cook at
membership@bmwcsa.ca

June 8	
Social & General Meeting – 7:30 pm - 9:00 pm –
VIRTUAL – contact walsh@bmwcsa.ca for invite

Directors and Officers

Please limit phone calls to between the hours of 9:00 AM and 9:00 PM
President and
Director
Greg Walsh
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Robert Norum
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Webmaster
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Director &
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Ray Hansen
hansen@bmwcsa.ca
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Heather Mercier
Robert Norum

June 19

Annual Father’s Day Drive – details to follow

Sept 10

EUROFEST at Sheni’s Auto Trend – save the date

Sept 15 Northern Germany Tour (Sept 15 to Oct 1) – see
-Oct 1	TOURS page in Newsletter - Contact Wallace Chow
at wdchow@outlook.com

Membership in BMWCSA
Membership is a family affair with many of our events devised with
family participation in mind. The family membership of $60 for one year,
$105 for two years and $150 for three years covers all household family
members. You do not have to own a BMW to be a Club member!
To join the club, download the membership form from the link
below and fill in your details: https://www.bmwcsa.ca/wp-content/
uploads/2021/10/Membership-Application-R4-20210910.pdf
For more info, or to submit your membership application, please email
Glen Cook or Victor Yuen at: membership@bmwcsa.ca
Membership privileges include newsletters and participation in
many social and motoring activities, plus a 15% discount on parts &
lifestyle accessories at BMW Dealerships. After one year of membership,
you will also enjoy a 2% Rebate off MRSP on either a new car or
motorcycle from BMW Canada. This discount is based on MRSP and not
on your negotiated price.
Also many of our advertising sponsors, whose ads appear in our
newsletters, offer discounts to members for parts and services. Please
remember to show your BMWCSA card and identify yourself as a club
member when purchasing parts, accessories and service.

We would like to welcome to the Club:
On the cover: 8 X Jeff Koons – see article inside

New Members:
George and Marlene Eisert – 2011 Acura MDX
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The President’s Corner – Greg Walsh
Ah … spring and Easter around the corner! Hopefully dry
pavement and an early road cleanup from the windshield ravaging debris left over from Rocky’s Haul and Spray! The road
adventure beckons!
As per my March musings and the Newsletter Montage of
our 2021 Events, our Club has many facets to engage you.
The March CC&C was a boisterous get-together where over
30 flocked into Rocky’s for a couple of hours of coffee, food, and
warm conversation. Needless to say, renewing the odd friendship was sometimes spiced up by hurling some witty shot usually returned in the next drive-by. One of the waitresses remarked
she might wear a Ref’s uniform for the next CC&C! Growing up
is so over rated …
A surprise was our experiment with the Lake Louise
Escape. We were not sure how this would go over. However,
page on into the Newsletter and there is an excellent article on
the adventure – despite heavy socialization, some skiing actually
happened!
The first Informal Drive spontaneously happened on
Saturday March 26th with over a dozen cars heading on our
familiar fun roads out to Turner Valley with a brunch stop at
the Coyote Café. If you are interested in spur of the moment
adventures and want to get on the call list (and it is your option
to sign up for a particular adventure), then contact Victor Yuen at
victor@bmwcsa.ca.
Which brings me to the generosity of our
members. Street Survival is on for Saturday
June 4th and we already have 5 signups.
However, several of our members are happy
to sponsor a student and we currently have
five (5) sponsorships available. In the previous
schools we had several sponsorships including
Navel Cadets, one of whom was an excellent
spokesperson for a CBC interview and another,
who wrote an excellent essay on what she
thought she would get out of the course. If
you know someone that would benefit from
this excellent learning experience please
contact our TRSS Coordinator, Glen Cook, at

membership@bmwcsa.ca.
I would also like to thank all of our sponsors – Calgary
Police Services, Calgary Fire Department, CCA Truck Driving,
Continental Tire (and especially for the set of tires students will
have a draw for), Canadian Tire and all the Dilawri Dealerships –
and to Greg Williams of the Calgary Herald who will be writing up
an article on the school.
And then there are Anniversaries that we will be celebrating. Covid fogged our memories and it took Founding Member,
Fredrick Kozak, to remind us that last year (2021) was the 25th
Anniversary of our Club. We will be celebrating that at the
Annual BBQ in mid-August (date to be announced soon). This
Year, 2022, marks the 50th Anniversary of BMW M Cars. While
we understand that BMW Canada will be announcing some sort
of event for Western Canada, we will have at least two celebrations of our own. The first is that we hope to get a record number
of M cars out on the June 19th Father’s Day Drive and the second
is that we will have a M Corral at the Annual BBQ with additional
prizes. WE have invited the BMW Club Northern Alberta to join
us in these events. Stay tuned for more details.
Our Club succeeds because our members step forward.
Thank you All!
I wish you Joy of your BMW.

A Few of the Cars on the March Informal Drive - Victor Yuen Photo
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Our Club Tours and Events
Our Club has always been about the driving adventure
where it be on a track or a road tour.
We live in uncertain times. However, we are making every
effort to continue our activities while observing the ever-changing health advisories and rules. Our intent with the following
activities is to be ready, giving time for preparation, rather than
trying to launch an activity at the last moment with little notice.
Far better to have a dream and a plan to fulfill it then just hunkering down!

BMWCSA 2022 Northern Germany Tour
Sept 15-Oct 1, 2022
A virtual presentation and meeting was held on January
15th and there was enough enthusiasm to make it a GO!. There
is still some room available. Full details are on our website at:
https://www.bmwcsa.ca/events/
Contact Wallace Chow at wdchow@outlook.com

Sheni’s Autotrend Four Wheel Dyno
March 12, 2022, 10:00 AM to Noon
FREE – register for headcount at https://www.eventbrite.
ca/e/258671803327/

BMWCSA 2022 Pacific North West
(USA) Tour
May 14-25, 2022
A virtual presentation and meeting was held on January
22th and there was enough enthusiasm to make it a GO!. There
is still some room available. Full details are on our website at:
https://www.bmwcsa.ca/events/
Contact Wallace Chow at wdchow@outlook.com

Crater Lake, Oregon

Joseph, Oregon

In house dyno – axle mounted – no tire wear – baseline run $180
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Western States
Rally Club
Our good friend, Erik Swenson, who helped organize the
Monterey 2016 Tour, has set up the Western States Rally Club.
This is a unique rally experience as it combines the joy of driving
and exploring with the discover of the local culture and history.
Hagerty Insurance and Griot’s Motors are among the sponsors.
Full Club details can be found at: https://westernstatesrallyclub.com/
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Lewiston Rally: July 13-17, 2022
The inaugural Lewiston Rally 800 will be approximately
800 breathtakingly beautiful, unforgettable miles taking place
over 4 days around Lewiston, Idaho.
The Clearwater River Casino and Lodge will be home base
allowing daily drives in Lewiston’s surrounding topography and
roads with their dynamic mix of rich scenery, history, and wildlife.
Each day is a curated experience of unforgettable drives
replete with exquisite dining combined with presentations on the
history and culture of the Nez Perce Native American tribe, the
Lewis and Clark Expedition and the local Palouse Region geology. There will also be participation in local Nez Perce activities.
Other events will include wine tasting at a local vineyard and a
Jet Boat ride on the Snake River as it flows through Hells Canyon.
Full tour details and registration: https://westernstatesrallyclub.com/event/
Note that registration closes on June 1, 2022.
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Winter Escape at Lake Louise
February 26-28
The attendees of the “first annual” winter escape at Lake
Louise agree that it was a great success!
We owe many thanks to Michael Karski, who recently joined
BMWCSA. He stepped up to organize a weekend of skiing and
relaxation, obtained a very favorable rate for our rooms at the
Lake Louise Inn, and provided a long list of possible activities
for all—skiers and non-skiers, too. We are sad that for personal
circumstances Michael was not able to go to Lake Louise with us
and hope that he will be back on the hills soon!

The Skier’s Report
By Wallace Chow, with photos by Conrad Chow

Looking northeast near The Top of the World chair.

View of the Larch runs beside Temple Lodge. Beautiful day with
-5°C weather.

Mid-afternoon view of the front runs looking west towards Lake
Louise Village with Lake Louise in the distance.

with a pretty significant crowd (forgot this was the last weekend
of reading week) but it was a crystal-clear, blue-sky day and so
we rode the lift up with much anticipation. We weren’t disappointed and the views were nothing short of spectacular. The
backside runs on Louise are reputedly some of their best and
we can confirm that the conditions were near perfect. We had so
much fun, we missed our intended 4:10 shuttle back to the hotel
and were ‘forced’ into an après beer at the lodge while waiting
for the 5:10 bus.

Views looking east from the top of the Paradise chair.

Skiing Lake Louise is a treat for us so we decided to make it
a family trip. Leaving on Friday late afternoon, we arrived at the
Lake Louise Inn with my adult children and had a tummy-filling
burger and beer meal at the hotel’s Explorer Lounge. The next
morning, after taking the free shuttle bus to the hill, we were met

While we were skiing carefree during the day, another one
of our members, Glen Cook, reserved a table for ten at the Post
Hotel’s elegant dining room. Quickly changing and then a short
jaunt across the road, we met up with the rest of the gang for a
wonderful evening of fine dining, excellent companionship, and
the chance to have some very meaningful conversations. That’s
one of the features I appreciate the most from these club activities: the opportunity to meet people with some very interesting
backgrounds and hear their stories. One of the more memorable
stories was from another member talking about his experience
escaping the 1956 Hungarian uprising, something that brings
the current troubles very close to home.
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The next day, Peter Fischer, a club member, skied with my
family and me. Being an ex-ski instructor at Louise, Peter treated
us to more interesting stories along with some sage advice on
different terrain. The conditions were mixed, overcast with quite
flat light. We tried the upper runs once again, attempting to
relive yesterday’s experience, but it was an exercise in skiing by
braille; we felt our way down. Lesson learned; next time listen to
Peter! That said, it was still a day on the hill experiencing fresh
mountain air. After saying goodbye to my kids (they had to leave
on Sunday to get ready for work the next day), I met up with
the others for another wonderful dining experience at the Lake
Louise Rail Station & Restaurant. What a way to cap off another
enjoyable club trip.

The Non-Skier’s Report
By Marg Cook, with photos by Helen Saunderson
It was a brilliant winter day when we arrived at the Lake
Louise Inn about noon on Saturday! Our BMWCSA group had
been assigned rooms in one wing of the Inn, with easy access
to restaurants and the pool and hot tubs. After checking in and
having good soup for lunch at the HI restaurant across the road,
we drove up the hill to Chateau Lake Louise. It was busy with
visitors inside and out! We explored the Chateau, marveled at
the deep snow outdoors, and enjoyed the hospitality indoors at
a sunny window table until it was time to go back for a delicious
dinner at the Post Hotel.

Lots of snow at the Lake Louise Inn!

PROUD SPONSOR OF SOUTHERN ALBERTA BMW CLUB
>

paint protection ﬁlm | professional detailing | window tinting <

TEL: 403.301.0222 | EMAIL: REFINE@REFINESALON.COM
WWW.REFINEYOURRIDE.COM
BAY 1, 5524 – 1A STREET SW CALGARY ALBERTA

Lake Louise was busy with skaters and walkers
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Saturday at the Chateau: blue skies and deep snow

The Post Hotel dining room was empty on Saturday afternoon—but
full at dinner time!

On Sunday morning, Lake Louise reminded us that mountain weather can change very quickly! Although Saturday’s blue
sky was replaced by complete cloud cover, the non-skiers were
not deterred from our plan for the day: snow-shoeing on the
Lake!
Our hotel offered complementary use of snowshoes for the
day. After breakfast and a shopping trip with lunch in the Village,
we took advantage of their offer and headed back to Chateau
Lake Louise with four pairs of snowshoes. None of us had been
on snowshoes before, but it was easy to learn to walk with them.
Jim and Helen snowshoed all the way to the foot of the glacier at
the far end of the lake. And took a photo for the rest of us!
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The afternoon passed quickly and soon it was time to go
back to Lake Louise townsite for dinner at the old train station,
which offers fine dining in comfortable surroundings that preserve much of the historic interior.

Overcast skies hide the glaciers on the far side of Lake Louise

Leaving Lake Louise on the snowy bridge near the Chateau

Arriving by BMW X5 at the Train Station restaurant

Only a few of us remained for Sunday dinner (from left: Helen,
Marg, Glen, Wallace, Jim)

By Monday morning, Sunday’s clouds had dumped several
inches of fluffy snow on our parked cars. But by the time we finished breakfast at the Inn, packed up and brushed snow off the
cars, the day had brightened and the highways were safe for our
journeys home.

Helen’s close-up photo shows the ice fall from the glacier

Our Winter Escape to Lake Louise was a very enjoyable
break – good friends, warm rooms, fine food, and some outdoor
fun in spectacular surroundings! Thanks again, Michael.
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BMW World
BMW ART CARS – Jeff Koon’s latest –
THE 8 X KOONS
The BMW Art Car Project was introduced by the French race
car driver and art lover Hervé Poulain around 1975. He convinced
his artist friend Alexander Calder to unite art and sport on a racing car. BMW provided the BMW 3.0 CSL as the objet d’art and
paid for the mechanics and accommodation at the 24 Hours of
Le Mans, in which the first Art Car competed.
Subsequently, a total of nineteen art cars have been created
by various artists to date. Nine of these have been race cars.
The BMW Museum is the home of the BMW Art Car collection
and there is at least one Art Car always on display in Munich. An
overview can be found at:
https://www.artcar.bmwgroup.com/en/art-car/

Jeff Koons and the 2010 M3 GT2
Jeff Koons’ first work for BMW was in 2010 with the unique
BMW M3 GT2 Art Car which performed at the 24 Hours of Le
Mans race and was unveiled at the Centre Pompidou in Paris.
The car was such a sensation that U2’s Bono wrote in an editorial for the New York Times that Jeff Koons should have a part in
designing the car of the future.

THE 8 X KOONS (2022 M850i Gran Coupé)
BMW and Koons, in early 2020, decided on a limited edition of the new BMW 8 Series Gran Coupé, which had its world
premiere in January 2022. Unlike the previous nineteen, which
were “one of”, THE 8 X KOONS edition will be a limited run of
ninety-nine units. The intent of this “rolling sculpture”, according
to BMW CEO Oliver Zipse and Jeff Koons, is “not only that it be
displayed as a coveted collector’s item in museums but will also
be allowed to flourish on the road as a genuine BMW.”
But wait – you can snap one up - THE 8 X JEFF KOONS is
being presented for the general public in Manhattan’s Rockefeller
Plaza and one will be auctioned to an international audience at
Christie’s in New York on April 4th. All proceeds will go to the
International Center for Missing & Exploited Children (ICMEC).
Koons has had a personal association with the NGO for over two
decades.
Afterwards, THE 8 X JEFF KOONS will go on a grand tour:
It will be exhibited at art fairs and events around the world,
including the 16th Istanbul Contemporary, the Paris Photo, the
Goodwood Festival of Speed, Art Dubai, West Bund Art & Design
Fair Shanghai and Art Basel Hong Kong.

Koons’ art is elaborate handwork

And if you are an art lover, Koon’s “Rabbit”, a stainless-steel
casting of an inflatable rabbit, sold in May 2019 for $91.1 million
at a Christie’s Auction in New York - a record price for a living
artist.

Koons and BMW spared no effort in the process. The design
combines eleven colors from blue to silver and yellow to black.
The blue reminds him of the vastness of space, Koons explains.
The interior continues in an exclusive vein - high-quality materials and the finest leather. The seats are in striking shades of
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red and blue, the colors of superheroes from the comic book
universe – and those of BMW M.
The design incorporates elements from Pop Art as well
as geometric patterns that blend perfectly with the lines and
contours of the BMW 8 Series Gran Coupé. The exploding lines
of color at the rear are reminiscent of Koons’ BMW Art Car from
2010. According to Koons, the words “POP!” painted on both
sides and the swirls of wind symbolize the power and speed of
THE 8 X JEFF KOONS.
Over 200 hours of manual work were spent by highly specialized professionals at the BMW plants in Dingolfing and Landshut
on the exterior paintwork alone, where the color samples were
often applied with magnifying glasses. “Dozens of engineers
and designers have given their all to celebrate our partnership
and make his vision come true,” said BMW CEO Oliver Zipse.
The artist himself spent many days on site at the Dingolfing plant
over a period of numerous months discussing design options
with the BMW employees involved. “I was thinking very intensely
about it: What is the essence of the 8 Series Gran Coupé? What
is the essence of power? How to create something that exemplifies all the energy of the BMW 8 Series that is also able to touch
upon the human element?”
Each vehicle comes with a large-format certificate signed
by Jeff Koons, which in addition to Oliver Zipse’s signature also
contains the individual Vehicle Identification Number of the
respective vehicle. The artist also designed the dust jacket of
the Driver’s Manual. One further signature of the artist is let into
the cupholder panel. Koons deliberately chose the Bavarian blue
from the BMW logo.
The original BMW 850i was launched in 1990 and was celebrated as creating a new perspective of progress in advanced
motoring, appealing to the connoisseur who acknowledges
elegance and performance as the ultimate blend of perfection.
THE 8 X JEFF KOONS continues this tradition.
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BMW Buys ALPINA

BMW has acquired ALPINA, adding the famed manufacturer to its portfolio of premium brands and securing the long-term
future of ALPINA.
BMW and ALPINA have worked closely for more than half
a century creating some of the most premium sports cars on
the market. The current business model will continue until 2025
with ALPINA developing, manufacturing, and selling modified
BMW products. Currently ALPINA vehicles are pre-assembled on
BMW production lines, before being transferred to Buchloe, just
outside Munich, for the ALPINA treatment.
In the recent press release, BMW and ALPINA explained
that the future of mobility - electrification and automation - was
one of the main factors in this acquisition. As a small manufacturer, such drastic changes are difficult for ALPINA but having full
access to BMW’s resources and engineering will move ALPINA
into the future.

Stretched X3 and X5 for China

BMW is building long-wheelbase versions of X3 and X5 specifically for the Chinese market.
Designated as “L” models, the X5 wheelbase is 130mm or
5.1 inches longer than the standard 2,975mm (117.1-inch) G05
X5 with similar stretches for the X3 giving more space for the
second row of seats. They are also more luxurious with comfort
seats and second row back rests that feature an additional four
degrees of tilt movement, a panoramic glass sunroof, ambient
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lighting, and a model-specific M aerodynamics package. The
suspension uses electronically controlled dampers as standard,
while the X5 xDrive40Li can be optioned with a two-axle air suspension with self-leveling.
The model designations mean the same thing they do elsewhere - the X5 xDrive30Li is powered by a B48 turbo charged
four-cylinder and the X5 xDrive40Li by a B58 turbocharged sixcylinder. Both have xDrive and the ZF eight speed automatic.
While all “X” vehicles are currently built in Spartanburg,
these new models will be built by BMW’s Chinese joint venture
partner BMW Brilliance Automotive thus eliminating the tax on
vehicles imported from the U.S. while giving Spartanburg more
capacity for US and other Global markets.
The X stretching follows the array of BMW models produced
specifically for the Chinese market. It started with the E60 5
Series (5.5 inches longer) followed by long-wheelbase versions
of the F30 and G20 3 Series, and the F10 and G30 5 Series.
Similarly, while the 2 Series GT is the smallest four-door sedan
BMW currently offers in much of the world, in China and Mexico,
there is the F52 1 Series sedan which rides on the same frontwheel-drive UKL 2 Series platform assembled in China.
Why can’t you have one? Simple – marketing surveys indicate us North Americans want to haul MORE people and lean
towards a X7 platform and a stretched 2-seater just doesn’t have
the appeal!

First Vixen – Now Furia
Due to the record reader response on February’s Joy of Driving
article on the BMW powered Vixen Motorhome, we took the the
two emails on the Vixen as a need to expose our readers to more
unique rides. Hence, the following daring expose on the Furia.
Spotted by our Gary Leadbetter, the Furia (or Portuguese for
Fury) was built by Toni Bianco in Brazil. He built 6 Furias all with
different engines - 1970 Furia FNM (Alfa Romeo 4cyl 2150cc),
1971 Furia (BMW 2002 1990cc), 1971 Furia (Ferrari 3000cc),
1972 Furia (Lamborghini Miura V12 3929cc) and the 1976 Furia
Bianco. The first five were race cars but the Bianco was the
street version, with more than 180 units sold.
The race cars were fiberglass bodied with a tubular chassis,
triangular suspension arms, and Hewland Girling 4-wheel disc
brakes. The street version had a fiberglass reinforced plastic

REMINDER

BMW Canada Loyalty Discount
for BMW Club Canada Members
Members are reminded to follow the proper process
to avoid losing the discount
•	
This is a BMW Canada Plan – BMW Clubs only
administer the application process
• The Loyalty Discount:
o	2% off MRSP up to $2000 (regardless of any
other deal at dealership)
o Applies to new vehicles and motorcycles
o	Applicant must have been a BMW Club member
for minimum of 12 months
o	Some models may be periodically excluded so
check Club website
• Prior to Purchase Club Member MUST:
o	Fill in application form (see https://www.bmwcsa.ca/membership-overview/benefits/)
o	Email to Club President at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
BEFORE PURCHASE
		 •	It can take up to 2 weeks for processing so
apply early
o	Only the Member may submit the application,
no Dealership nor anyone else may submit it
on their behalf
•	Upon membership verification by the BMW Club,
BMW Canada emails discount letter to member
o	Letter is good for up to six (6) months on any
new model
o	
Member presents discount letter to Dealership
during purchase process – cannot be done retroactively!
•	Each member may use only one (1) discount in any
12-month period but can apply for a letter multiple
times
•	Questions – contact Greg Walsh at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
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exclusive rims. Overall the detailing and finishing is exceptional.
The January 2022 Joy of Driving carried a full article on the XM
Concept which is the higher performance M version.

body mounted on the Volkswagen Brasilia platform, 1600 cc
engine with double carburation and 65 hp. It even had electric
windows, leather interior trim and a laminated green windshield
with built-in antenna.
Some of Furias are still floating around although with a variety of powerplants including Chev and Dodge V8’s.
Toni Bianco was born in Italy (1931) but spent most of his life
in Brazil and was quite the car guy designer and builder - he built
a Ba-zillion cars (rolf!) many of which are highly stylistic:
https://automobile.fandom.com/wiki/Toni_Bianco
In Portuguese but look at photos: http://bandeiraquadriculada.com.br/Toni%20Bianco.htm

The Coming i7
BMW has started leaking hints about the next generation all
electric 7 series coming out in April – the i7.
The 600 HP EV will have a cruising range of up to 600 km
consuming 18.9 – 19.7 kWh/100 km. It will have all the new and
distinctive styling elements and all the latest interior ambience
features.
However, you may wish to get your own chauffer - The rear
seats offer outstanding travel comfort with a unique cinematic
experience.
The BMW Theatre Screen, which moves out of the roof
liner, is an ultra-wide 31-inch screen with 32:9 panoramic display
format and 8K streaming resolution. It transforms the rear seats
into an exclusive, private cinema lounge where passengers can
select their personal entertainment programme from a diverse
range of streaming offers and enjoy watching it while driving (er
… sitting) in BMW’s new top-of-the-range model.

Classified
Interested parties can refer to www.bmwcsa.ca for additional
photos in many cases. Please see website classifieds for older ads.
For Sale: Set of 4 x 19” BMW Double Spoke Style #467M rims
for 2014-2018 BMW X5. 5 x 120mm bolt pattern. Fitted with
Bridgestone Blizzak DM-V2 107T XL P255/50R19 (Non-RFT)
winter tires. Only 5,000 km on tires. Tread depth 12/32” remaining
from 14/32” when new. $1500
Contact Grant @ grantthompson67@gmail.com

Will the new iDrive include an organic popcorn function?
Tune in next month …

It’s Here!
Calgary’s first iX EV hit BMW Calgary in mid-March. Like
pretty much most cars today, it was pre-ordered and bought
before it rolled off the car hauler. It is more or less priced against
its X5 ICE counterpart. The interior is luxurious and the new
curved screen is quite the eye candy. Open the rear hatch,
and you can see parts of the carbon-fibre shell. It rolls on 22”
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Member Cars and Garages
Mateusz LuxAuto YouTube Channel

Hanger Find 850s

Club Member Mateusz Sobczak has decided to start a car
review channel and welcomes club members to subscribe. If
you have a GMAIL or YouTube account, please subscribe to
“Mateusz LuxAuto” channel:

The story of the Hanger Find 850’s continues. Here are
three of the rrestorations done by Shen’s Auto Trend.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyChN06jMNsLJGbYP2_l6Q/videos
While there are several videos on the site, a review of the
2022 Audi RS etron GT will be coming out soon... we will see if
we can get him on the list for the BMW XM Concept!
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The BMW Club of Southern Alberta
is pleased to announce our third

Tire Rack Street Survival (TRSS) School
in Calgary on Saturday June 4, 2022!
FIVE STUDENT
SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE
Contact Glen Cook at

membership@bmwcsa.ca

Real world. Hands on!
The Tire Rack Street Survival School starts where traditional driver education programs leave off.
Rather than studying driver’s manual theory, the primary emphasis of the program is a “hands on”
driving experience with in-car skills development in a very safe, purpose-built, closely supervised training
environment.
When your teen driver (or one with less than 10 years of driving experience) attends a Street Survival
school, they learn to control their own car in dynamic exercises that can’t be learned from books or
games. They experience the physics of motion in exactly the types of situation that can cause a loss
of control! They learn how to make good driving decisions and react more quickly. They become more
aware of their own limits and learn to begin anticipating the actions of other drivers.

•	
NEW THIS YEAR: Students will be entered in a draw for
one set of Continental Tires for their car.

The program includes:
•	Instruction by experienced driving instructors
•	
Learning and practising emergency braking, accident
avoidance, proactive vision, car placement, and car control on slippery surfaces.

Students bring the vehicle that they normally use and, as a
result, learn and understand the response characteristics of their
individual car.

•	Participating in 18-wheeler truck blind-spot demonstration
and viewing an airbag release.

BMW ownership or BMWCSA membership
is NOT required.

•	
Learning proper seat, hand and mirror positioning for
maximum visibility and control.

Parents are encouraged (but not required) to spend the day
with their student.
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How important is it that new drivers learn Street Survival skills?
•	Stats Canada reports vehicle accidents account for over 70 percent of accidental deaths among
drivers in their first 10 years of driving.
•	A 16-year-old is 20 percent more likely to be killed in a crash than an adult.
•	Nearly 50 percent of teen-driver fatality accidents involve a single vehicle!

What to Bring for Each Participant:

Three great videos and information at:
https://www.bmwcsa.ca/tire-rack-street-survival
Frequently Asked Questions: :
http://streetsurvival.org/schools/frequently-asked-questions/
TRSS School: Saturday June 4th, 2022,
7:30 am to 4:30 pm at the
Calgary Police Service Training Grounds.

(Directions to the location will be sent to all registered participants.)

Cost: $125 (including EventBrite fees) for a full day
of training, lunch and refreshments and Tire set draw.
Registration: https://www.eventbrite.ca/e/2022-bmwcsatire-rack-street-survival-driving-school-tickets-91252926961

•	A valid Alberta Class 5 Driver’s Licence,
or equivalent.
-	A Class 7 (Learner) licence is acceptable with a minimum of 25 hours road experience.
•	A car (one car can be shared between 2 participants).
Cars are NOT provided. Sport Utility and Crossover Utility
Vehicles are permitted provided they have functioning
stability control. Participants are encouraged to use the
car they normally drive.
•	
Signed waiver. Registration kit includes waivers for
those over and those under 18. Participants under the
age of 18 must have the waiver signed by parent(s) or
legal guardian(s).
Help Spread the Word:
If you know anyone who might like to sign up as a student
or a volunteer, please invite them.
https://www.bmwcsa.ca/tire-rack-street-survival

Thanks to our Local Sponsors of Street Survival School 2022:
Calgary Police and Fire Services, BMWCSA Donors, CCA Truck Driving Training, Continental Tire Canada Ltd,
and Calgary Dilawri Dealerships (BMW Gallery, Calgary BMW, Calgary Honda, Heritage Honda, Country Hills
Volkswagen, Hyundai Gallery, INFINITI Gallery, MINI Calgary, and Dilawri Collision Centre), Canadian Tire
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